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Abstract 
With the advancement of technology, optical code-division multiple access (O-CDMA) has recently been 
attracting attention due to its various advantages over other optical multiple-access schemes. In parallel to its 
wireless counterpart, O-CDMA, which also requires the support of suitable codes, may become the preferred 
technology in future optical networks and systems. In this seminar, O-CDMA is first compared with other 
optical multiple-access schemes along with its unique characteristics and advantages. A brief overview of 
optical coding theory is then given. We will also discuss how quality-of-services and service prioritization 
can be supported in multirate, multimedia O-CDMA systems by means of specially designed optical codes. 
Afterward, a class of algebraic optical codes---multilevel prime codes (MPCs)---will be studied. Besides 
having large code cardinality for accommodating many subscribers, the MPCs possess a unique tree structure 
of multiple levels of subsets of codewords for adjustable code performance and cardinality. Being 
investigated in the final part of the seminar, these characteristics open up contemporary applications in the 
areas of code switching and secure/obscure communications in scalable O-CDMA systems and networks. 
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